Alternative Montclair State University Logo Usage

There may be times, whether the space is small, or the medium does not allow for details, that an alternate form of the logo may be necessary.

It is critically important that the logo is not reconfigured by a supplier; our own Graphic Services department will supply artwork.

For any logo-related questions or requests, please contact us.

Text Only Logo

If space only allows for one line usage, please use text-only in one-line format as shown below.
This logo may be used in black or it may reverse out of a dark color.
If you need a different size, please contact us.

2 inches wide

```
MONTCLAIR STATE
UNIVERSITY
```

2 inches wide

```
MONTCLAIR STATE
UNIVERSITY
```

One-Line format

If space only allows for one line usage, please use text-only in one-line format as shown below.
This logo may be used in black or it may reverse out of a dark color.
If you need a different size, please contact us.

```
MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY
MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY
```

In the rare instance when a one-line version of the logo with the crest is needed (only to be used for large outdoor signage), contact us for acceptable art.

Promotional Materials

When ordering some promotional items (e.g., pens, magnets), the imprint area may be too small to use the logo. In those cases, please contact us for acceptable variations. The logo should not be reconfigured by a supplier! Our own Graphic Services department will supply artwork.